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Language is long considered a core problem of AI



Turing test (Turing 1950)

Q: Please write me a sonnet on the subject of the Forth Bridge.

A: Count me out on this one. I never could write poetry.

Q: Add 34957 to 70764.

A: (Pause about 30 seconds and then give as answer) 105621.

Key problem of AI



With many applications



Translation



Machine reading

https://rajpurkar.github.io/SQuAD-explorer/explore/1.1/dev/









Conversational interfaces



Conversational interfaces

https://youtu.be/yiQX-_Y0gms
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What is NLP?

Hirschberg and Manning, 2015 



Deep learning progress



Speech recognition

Significant process. Increasingly deployed technology.



Computer vision

ImageNet error rate from dsiac.org

Hopes high for self-driving cars and other innovations



Progress on various language pairs

https://research.googleblog.com/2016/09/a-neural-network-for-machine.html



Michael I. Jordan (UC Berkeley)

AMA: “If you got a billion dollars to spend on a huge research project that you get 
to lead, what would you like to do?”

michaelijordan: I'd use the billion dollars to build a NASA-size program focusing on natural language 

processing (NLP), in all of its glory (semantics, pragmatics, etc).

Intellectually I think that NLP is fascinating, allowing us to focus on highly-structured inference problems, 

on issues that go to the core of "what is thought" but remain eminently practical, and on a technology that 

surely would make the world a better place.

Although current deep learning research tends to claim to encompass NLP, I'm (1) much less convinced 

about the strength of the results, compared to the results in, say, vision; (2) much less convinced in the 

case of NLP than, say, vision, the way to go is to couple huge amounts of data with black-box learning 

architectures.

http://www.reddit.com/r/MachineLearning/comments/2fxi6v/ama_michael_i_jordan

https://www.reddit.com/user/michaelijordan
http://www.reddit.com/r/MachineLearning/comments/2fxi6v/ama_michael_i_jordan


Yann LeCun (NYU and Facebook)

Across the industry, it's already reinventing image and speech 
recognition. But like Google, LeCun and FAIR are pushing for 
more. The next big frontier, he says, is natural language 
processing, which seeks to give machines the power to 
understand not just individual words but entire sentences and 
paragraphs.

https://www.wired.com/2014/12/fb/

https://www.wired.com/2014/12/fb/


Geoff Hinton (U Toronto and Google)

I think that the most exciting areas over the next five years will be 
really understanding text and videos. I will be disappointed if in 
five years’ time we do not have something that can watch a 
YouTube video and tell a story about what happened. In a few 
years time we will put [Deep Learning] on a chip that fits into 
someone’s ear and have an English-decoding chip that’s just like 
a real Babel fish.

https://www.reddit.com/r/MachineLearning/comments/2lmo0l/ama_geoffrey_hinton/

(3 years ago)

https://www.reddit.com/r/MachineLearning/comments/2lmo0l/ama_geoffrey_hinton/


Themes of deep learning

● Use very general models and algorithms
● Distributed representations
● Large design space of potential models

○ Engineering model architectures rather than features

● Leverage available compute and data
○ Learn as much as possible from data rather than design for domains

http://karpathy.github.io/2015/05/21/rnn-effectiveness/



The hammer: deep learning

http://karpathy.github.io/2015/05/21/rnn-effectiveness/



Themes of deep learning

● Use very general models and algorithms
● Distributed representations
● Large design space of potential models

○ Engineering model architectures rather than features

● Leverage available compute and data
○ Learn as much as possible from data rather than design for domains

http://karpathy.github.io/2015/05/21/rnn-effectiveness/



Representations



Themes of deep learning

● Use very general models and algorithms
● Distributed representations
● Large design space of potential models

○ Engineering model architectures rather than features

● Leverage available compute and data
○ Learn as much as possible from data rather than design for domains

http://karpathy.github.io/2015/05/21/rnn-effectiveness/



Models

http://colah.github.io/posts/2015-08-Understanding-LSTMs/



LSTM cell

http://colah.github.io/posts/2015-08-Understanding-LSTMs/



Seq2seq with attention

https://research.googleblog.com/2016/09/a-neural-network-for-machine.html



Transformer



The nails in NLP
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Reality
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Conversational interfaces



Conversational interfaces

more or less solved

easily tolerable

great amount of progress

Definitely the 
limiting factor



More conversational search

Tested by Sida on 02/05/2018

which states border new jersey?



Conversational interfaces

Works great for a number of useful queries

● which states borders New Jersey?
● who is Donald Trump married to?
● what is 15% of $120?

Fails to work (tested on Google assistant 02/05/2018)

● how many legs does the goat have?
● how many eyes does the chicken have?
● is boiling water hotter than iced water?
● is the day brighter than the night?

Why?



Realities of NLIs, sometimes



Ambiguity

Ambiguity

The Pope’s baby steps on gays 

Boy paralyzed after tumor fights back to gain black belt

Enraged cow injures farmer with axe

Juvenile Court to Try Shooting Defendant



World knowledge

Arbitrary world knowledge required for full understanding

The city councilmen refused the demonstrators a permit because they 
[feared/advocated] violence.

What does the pronoun "they" refer to in each case?



Common sense

● how many eyes does the chicken have?
● is boiling water hotter than iced water?
● is the day brighter than the night?

Often missing from the data



Pragmatics

When a diplomat says yes, he means ‘perhaps’;
When he says perhaps, he means ‘no’;
When he says no, he is not a diplomat.—Voltaire 
(Quoted, in Spanish, in Escandell 1993.)



Goals of this class

● Learn the fundamentals
○ Machine learning / deep learning focused
○ Broadly applicable methods and abstractions
○ Identify important problems

● Gain practical experience 
○ Complete assignments with significant implementation components
○ To support you in completing a project that is worthy of a top NLP conference

● Learn the language of the field
○ Read research papers, and gain the ability to learn more on your own



Diagnosis

● In this class:
○ Methods and approaches of applied machine learning
○ Build NLP systems and learn from empirical feedback
○ Understanding NLP problems and issues
○ Critically read NLP papers

● Not in this class
○ details of deep learning CoreNLP, NLTK, deep learning software

■ but the ability to learn such things is expected
○ background in calculus, linear algebra, etc.
○ theory of machine learning / linguistics



Class plan

● First half
○ the machine learning tools
○ distributed representations: word vectors etc.
○ deep learning models: RNN, seq2seq, attention
○ test barebone models, and compare against baselines

● Midterm
● Second half (not too sure yet)

○ study/implementation of representative/important/cutting-edge papers 
○ more careful study of semantic parsing and natural language interfaces 

● Project



Warm up with least squares



Logistics

● Class website
● Piazza
● Schedule office hours

○ Misha: 10am on Monday

● Waitlist and enrollment problems

● Sections next week
○ review of python, numpy
○ assignment setup
○ review of probability, optimization etc.?


